SIXTY SWIMMERS GREET COACH

HOCKEY SEASON TO OPEN FIRST PART OF DECEMBER

Five of Last Year’s Team Return to Institute—H. D. Nickle ’23 to Captain Squad

As yet the season’s schedule for the hockey team is unsettled. Most of the players that have arrived at the arena to the winter schedule will be closely studied by the coach in that period. In all probability Harvard and Yale will arrange games with them. The various teams are ready to form and the probable assignments are being carried on with one of the Canadian colleges. This year’s team, which has been decided by the last of Novemnber 17, at center—Willie O’Connell—reportable front. Captains H. D. Nickle ’23, who played a stellar game at goal last year, will have four other regulars with whom to form a nucleus. Blaine Taylor ’23, and Charles Grant ’23, will probably again cover the wing positions, while John DeVeret ’22, and Neil MacKee, two of last year’s strong defense men, will again report for hockey.

The Arena rink will be opened after Thanksgiving, so team practice will be started by December 1. The new men that arrived during the last week of November and before the 14th of December although none has been definitely arranged for that date.